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MARIT TRELSTAD

RESPONSE TO MARK WILHELM:

Vocation, Mission and Privilege
In Mark Wilhelm’s keynote

vocational discernment and 3. Build religious literacy”

address, he offered a three

(2). It pushes “beyond careerism” and allows students to

core insights from his years

“gain fluency in the language of meaning and purpose” (2).

serving as the Executive

Wilhelm was advancing his observation that vocation is the

Director of the Network of

overall mission of Lutheran Higher Education rather than

ELCA Colleges and Universities

an aspect of it. In the context of my institution of Pacific

(NECU). First, that vocation is

Lutheran University (PLU), I find Wilhelm’s idea a helpful

not simply an aspect of centers,

reorientation. When discussing curriculum, for example,

curricular and co-curricular at

faculty conversation often circles back to ask how we

our NECU institutions. Vocation

are engaging students in the second commitment—

is the foundational and distinctive shared mission of all

inviting vocational discernment—over the course of their

our colleges and universities that shapes and is shaped

education. Are there particular classes or departments

by our unique contexts and curricular emphases. As the

who are primarily responsible for this? Courses within

NECU shared vision document Rooted and Open states, an

the Humanities are usually targeted to address vocation.

education in Lutheran Higher Education is an education with

At this, many Humanities faculty push back that language

a shared purpose. It educates students who are: “Called and

courses or courses in writing or logic do not automatically

empowered to serve the neighbor so that all may flourish” (3).

connect to vocation. Further complicating matters, other

This empowerment and vision is the vocation of our institu-

divisions, colleges or pre-professional programs often

tions themselves. Our various mission statements emerge

comment that their courses are bound by discipline-spe-

from this common vocation that is carried out in every disci-

cific content and cannot devote course time to vocational

pline and every co-curricular aspect of our campuses. Thus

discernment. Most faculty feel ill-equipped by their

Mark Wilhelm claimed that vocation is the most central and

discipline or academic training to engage students on the

most foundational center for Lutheran Higher Education. At

topic of vocation altogether. But here is where Wilhelm’s

the same time, this shared vocation is necessarily carried

comments can interrupt this rather unfruitful conversa-

out in distinct and unique ways that are shaped by our insti-

tion: vocation and mission are inextricably intertwined

tutional contexts.

at NECU institutions. And every discipline is engaged in

Rooted and Open offers that a Lutheran Higher

serving the mission of its institution and faculty are most

Education endeavors to “1. Shape character, 2. Invite

likely required in hiring, promotion and tenure processes
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to explain how their teaching, service and scholarship

tradition”: 1) Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Justice

align with the mission of the institution.

(DEIJ) and; 2) Acknowledging multiple constituencies

Consider this example from my own institution that may

and multiple vocations within our NECU colleges and

share similarities with your own. PLU’s mission statement

universities even as we share a common vocation within

is the following: “PLU seeks to educate students for lives of

Lutheran Higher Education. He offered “It has been too

thoughtful inquiry, service, leadership and care — for other

easy to forget that this common calling or vocation is

people, for their communities and for the Earth.” And, to

lived out in specific places and contexts, resulting in a

intentionally repeat, NECU’s shared vocational mission is

rich diversity of institutionally specific missions.”

educate students who are: “Called and empowered to serve

In my response to Wilhelm at the conference, I offered

the neighbor so that all may flourish” (3). In order to accom-

that a lens informed by intersectionality brings our attention

plish these missions, we build curricular and co-curricular

to individual, communal and even institutional identities

opportunities for students to do this wisely. In the context

and how these exist within multiple gifts and challenges

of Lutheran Higher Education, this vocation entails an

that inform the collective and individual work of students,

education in the liberal arts, global contexts, diversity and

staff, faculty and administrators. Every context and every

sustainability, and the academic study of religion. Along

individual—and thus each NECU institution—is shaped by

with Wilhelm, I would argue that our mission statements

unique social, racial, economic, and regional factors. The

in Lutheran Higher Education are indeed vocations or

common vocation of NECU institutions to educate “so that

callings into the world and that these shape the form of

all may flourish” will be shaped by the insights, questions

our total institutional projects in unique ways, depending

and challenges that our unique contexts and identities we

on context. We are not looking for ways to “shoe horn” in

bring to that mission—on institutional and individual levels.

vocational reflection. We are asking each discipline and all

In our current educational context, some of our NECU

faculty to explicitly engage students in reflecting on how

institutions struggle to connect and explain how commit-

their disciplinary work and overall education connects to

ments to DEIJ are inextricably necessary to Lutheran

the mission of our individual colleges and universities or

Higher Education. Commitment to education that serves

the mission described in Rooted and Open.

the good of all and inclusive education was the focus of

Each discipline and faculty member will approach

Lutheran Higher Education from its very beginnings. The

this broader sense of institutional mission as vocation

Reformer Martin Luther sought to provide public access

uniquely. What does it mean to “flourish?” And how do

for all to education. And this education was to foster wise,

we assure that “all” are given the opportunity? What

just and caring people within society and the family. It was

does “care” and “service” mean and how does one avoid

a holistic education focused on the arts, faith, sciences,

patronizing, colonial or patriarchal assumptions that turn

humanities —all aspects of the total human being—so that

“care” into a tool of coercion? How can human interests

one can envision new models for greater justice and care

and planetary ecological interests live together? What are

for individuals and their communities. Today, books like

one’s own individual gifts and needs and how do these

Patrick Reyes’ The Purpose Gap: Empowering Communities

connect to the needs of others and the earth? To what

of Color to Find Meaning and Thrive (2021), invite us to reflect

communities and individuals do you hold yourself and your

on structural obstacles to thriving and how one can create

education accountable? While we may not address every

space for new conditions to foster empowerment for the

related question in each discipline, surely we all touch on

most marginalized.

some mission-based bigger questions that, quite simply,

Vocational reflection, if conceived as individuals

are vocational discernment regarding individual and

contemplating their own individual and precious lives

communal calling.

alone, can appear to be only a matter of privilege.

In his second and third points, Wilhelm offered reflec-

Indeed, questioning this connection between vocation

tions on “things we have avoided or minimized despite

and privilege is widely discussed on my own campus.

the existence of resources in the Lutheran intellectual

This is a fault, partly, of focusing on vocational material
13

that highlights individual reflection (often men, mostly

of survival. For example, a queer-identifying student may

white, almost always economically privileged) on one’s

need to develop a strong enough sense of self, connec-

own vocation. While students, faculty and staff at our

tion and purpose to leave “home,” breaking ties with

educational institutions need space for such reflection—

family and communities of origin just to survive. From

not attended to by much of our culture—it needs to be

working with students and vocation, I have also had many

accompanied, again, by intersectional awareness and

conversations with students from marginalized commu-

discussion. One’s own path in the world, and discerning

nities who struggle to reconcile their own gifts and

its direction, is inextricably woven into complicated and

longings with the expectations from their communities

sometimes nutritious relational networks.

or family. These are deep, painful vocational questions

Vocational reflection is not just for the elite or priv-

of wise students but they are not made from positions of

ileged. In fact, in my responses to Wilhelm’s plenary

privilege. I am distressed that assumptions that vocation

speech, I offered that privilege often can mask or negate

or vocational reflection is a matter of privilege erase

the pressing need for vocational reflection. When the

the incredibly difficult work these students do to carve

world is simply handed to you, no matter what you do,

a purposeful path for themselves in the world. Deep

there is little impetus to discern who you are and what

reflection on DEIJ as it impacts our students and their

the world needs from you. For students of marginalized

communities is inherent to vocational discernment that

identities, vocational reflection can literally be a matter

leads to survival and, ideally, flourishing.
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